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Abstract20

Servo press forming machines are advanced forming systems that are21

capable of imparting interrupted punch motion, resulting in enhanced22

room temperature formability. The exact mechanism of the formabil-23

ity improvement is not yet established. The contribution of interrupted24

motion in the ductility improvement has been studied through stress25

relaxation phenomena in uniaxial tensile tests. However, the reason for26

improved formability observed when employing servo press is compli-27

cated due to the additional contribution from frictional effects. In the28

present work, an attempt is made to decouple the friction effect on29

formability improvement numerically. The improved formability is stud-30

ied using a hole expansion test (HET). The limit of forming during31

1
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hole expansion is modelled using the Hosford-Coulomb (HC) damage32

criteria, which is implemented as a user subroutine in a commer-33

cial explicit finite element software. Only the contribution of stress34

relaxation is accounted for in the evolution of the damage variable35

during interrupted loading. Therefore, the difference between simula-36

tion and experimental hole expansion ratio (HER) can be used to37

decouple the friction effect from the overall formability improvement38

during hole expansion. The improvement in HER due to stress relax-39

ation and friction effect is respectively. The study showed that the40

model effectively captures the hole expansion deformation process in41

both monotonic and interrupted loading condition. Compared to stress42

relaxation, friction effect played a major role during interrupted HET.43

Keywords: Servo press, Hole expansion test, Dual phase steel, Finite44

element analysis, Hosford-Coulomb ductile fracture model45

List of symbols46

df Average final hole diameter47

di Average initial hole diameter48

douter Outer hole diameter at fracture49

dinner inner hole diameter at fracture50

tedge Sheet thickness around circumference at failure51

ti Initial sheet thickness52

ϵeq Equivalent strain53

ϵc Circumferential strain54

ϵt Thickness strain55

σ0 Initial yield stress56

ϵp Plastic strain57

σ1, σ2, σ3 Principal stresses58

η Stress triaxiality59

θ̄ Lode angle parameter60

J2 Second invariant of deviatoric stress tensor61

J3 Third invariant of deviatoric stress tensor62

σvM Equivalent stress63

Dc Damage variable64

ϵ̄ Equivalent plastic strain65

ϵ̄r Equivalent plastic strain at relaxation66

ϵ̄f Equivalent plastic strain at fracture67

am, bm, cm Monotonic fracture parameters68

ar, br, cr Relaxation fracture parameters69

ϵr Strain ratio70

ϵ̇ Strain rate71

ϵ Strain at the begining of relaxation72

t Relaxation time73
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ε1 Major strain74

ε2 Minor strain75

76

1 Introduction77

Dual-phase (DP) steels, owing to their superior mechanical properties78

are widely used in automotive applications [1–3]. However, poor stretch-79

flangeability is a concern associated with many advanced high strength steels80

(AHSS) including DP steels [4–6]. Stretch-flangeability also referred to as edge81

formability plays an important role in many sheet forming operations includ-82

ing bending and flanging. The hole expansion test (HET) is commonly used83

to measure the edge formability. In a standard HET, the blank with a center84

hole is expanded using a conical punch. The test is continuously monitored till85

the appearance of a through thickness crack and the final diameter of the hole86

at fracture is measured. The ratio of change in the hole diameter to the ini-87

tial hole diameter is referred to as hole expansion ratio (HER). A large value88

of HER suggests higher edge formability. Generally, the center hole of a stan-89

dard HET specimen is prepared by punching process as it closely resembles90

the industrial practice. However, researchers have also investigated other tra-91

ditional machining processes like drilling, boring, wire cut electric discharge92

machining (W-EDM), laser machining etc. [7–9]. It was experimentally shown93

[8] that specimens prepared through W-EDM process yields the highest HER.94

This trend was attributed to relatively very few defects with hole edge prepa-95

ration from W-EDM process compared to other machining processes. It has96

been shown that in addition to the hole edge, strain path also plays a signifi-97

cant role in HER [10]. The influence of strain path on edge formability can be98

tested by varying the punch geometry [10, 11]. A conical punch would induce99

an uniaxial stress state, whereas a flat bottom punch subjects the specimen100

to a plane strain state in the vicinity of failure [11]. A hemispherical punch101

induces a complex and continuously varying strain path (stress state). Since102

plane strain state leads to early failure, it is expected that the HER estimated103

using a flat-bottomed punch would be less than that obtained by a conical104

punch, as reported by Pathak et al. [11] using dual phase and complex phase105

steels. Furthermore, the HER was also found to depend on several metallurgi-106

cal factors such as material microstructure [1, 12], non-metallic inclusions [13],107

heat treatment condition [14, 15], alloy chemistry [5] and relative strength of108

the individual phases [4, 15].109

Since the stress state is nearly uniaxial when deformed using a conical110

punch [3, 8, 11], attempts have been made [16, 17] to correlate uniaxial tensile111

properties with HER. It has been shown that yield strength (YS), ultimate112

tensile strength (UTS), uniform elongation (UE) etc. have positive correlation113

with HER [17, 18]. Fang et al. [14] investigated the hole expansion behav-114

ior of C-Mn steels with different heat treatment conditions and concluded115

that HER increases with the ratio of YS/UTS. Recent studies indicate that116

HER correlates better with fracture toughness than tensile properties [6]. High117
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HER is obtained in materials exhibiting higher fracture toughness. HER can118

be potentially improved if the onset of fracture can be delayed during plas-119

tic deformation. It has been shown that that stress relaxation during plastic120

deformation delays the onset of fracture. This has been experimentally ver-121

ified in many materials [19–24]. The improvement is primarily attributed to122

the combined effect of dislocation annihilation and homogenization of internal123

stress [25–27]. During HET, intermittent stopping of the conical punch during124

deformation is expected to delay the onset of fracture due to stress relaxation125

and improve HER.126

The first systematic study of interrupted HET was recently reported by127

Prasad et al. [9]. As expected, the HER evaluated during interrupted HET128

was much higher than the corresponding monotonic values. Interestingly, the129

strain increment to onset of fracture during HET in the above study was much130

higher than the ductility improvement observed during uniaxial tensile test at131

similar conditions. Since a conical punch was used, the difference was not due132

to any change in strain path1. The authors attributed the difference to the133

effect of friction on the interrupted behaviour. The friction coefficient between134

punch and blank is influenced by several factors such as contact pressure, slid-135

ing velocity, material grade, lubrication and temperature [29]. The magnitude136

of the friction coefficient influences the metal flow over the punch, determining137

the quality of the component being formed. The concept of friction coefficient138

is strictly applicable to Coloumb’s adhesion friction law that assumes a linear139

relation between friction (shear) force and normal force. In typical sheet form-140

ing applications, the normal force is high and the linearity of Coloumb’s law is141

not adhered. Yet, most numerical simulations assume a constancy of friction142

coefficient. A common example on the role of friction in sheet forming can be143

demonstrated using a hemispherical punch test, where the location of failure is144

shifted from the pole due to friction [30–32]. The hemispherical punch test is145

used to establish the forming limit diagram (FLD), an accepted failure criterion146

to evaluate the formability [33]. Kim et al.[34] stamped advanced high strength147

steels (AHSS) by varying the lubrication condition and determined the criti-148

cal interface pressure and temperature that leads to failure. In an interesting149

study, Stembalski et al. [35] estimated the friction coefficient to be inversely150

proportional to normal pressure and sliding velocity. Similar observations were151

reported elsewhere [36, 37]. Furthermore, analytical equations were proposed152

in this study to account for the influence of normal pressure and sliding veloc-153

ity while estimating the friction coefficient. The aforesaid studies clearly show154

the importance of friction condition while forming sheet metal components.155

In servo press forming, interrupted motion has been frequently employed to156

increase formability and decrease springback. During the interrupted motion,157

both normal pressure and velocity decrease. As discussed earlier, friction coef-158

ficient is sensitive to normal pressure and velocity [36, 37]. Therefore, it is159

likely that the friction coefficient varies during the interrupted motion which160

1Changing the strain path during deformation can enhance the failure limit [28]
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influences the sheet formability. In addition to the friction effect, other compo-161

nents such as stress relaxation and change in strain path possibly play a crucial162

role in affecting the formability. Therefore, elucidating the underlying mecha-163

nism and decoupling and quantifying individual component contributions are164

essential for developing robust process models for sheet metal forming appli-165

cations employing servo presses. Except for a recent work by Prasad et al.[9],166

no comprehensive investigations in this direction have been conducted.167

In the present work, it is attempted to analyze the HER improvement168

during interrupted loading in the framework of continuum damage theory.169

The reason for using continuum damage model to analyze the intermittent170

HET is multifold; while the limiting strain of localized neck formation through171

forming limit diagram is commonly utilized to analyze sheet forming process,172

the failure in HET is by fracture and the fracture strain exceeds the limiting173

strain. Besides, the edge cracking is strongly influenced by the edge preparation174

process (drilling, punching etc.) which prevents the proposition of a correlation175

between the localized necking strain under the same strain path.176

Extensive research has been done in the field of ductile fracture modelling177

and various fracture models have been proposed. Earlier studies by McClin-178

tock [38], Rice and Tracy [39], Gurson [40], Tvergaard and Needleman [41]179

focused primarily on the influence of hydrostatic stress on the void growth to180

predict ductile fracture. Based on this understanding, for tensile dominated181

loading, various triaxiality (η) based empirical formulations were proposed to182

model ductile damage [42–45]. Chung et al. [46] used stress triaxiality based183

ductile fracture criterion to predict HER for three grades of advanced high184

strength steels. Butcher et al. [47] used Gurson-Tvergaard-Needleman (GTN)185

based damage model to describe the material behavior for DP600 steel. Barn-186

wal et al. [48] used triaxiality based ductile fracture criteria proposed by Rice187

and Tracey [42] to predict the onset of fracture in HET. It has been shown188

that damage models based only on triaxiality could not completely capture the189

damage behaviour under shear dominant loading [49]. A more general fracture190

criteria was introduced by Xue and Wierzbicki [50] with third stress invari-191

ant in the weighing function. Xue [45] established the influence of Lode angle192

parameter on the damage evolution of material and proposed a damage model193

based on both stress triaxiality and Lode angle parameter. Furthermore, recent194

fracture models, such as Bai and Wierzbiki [51], shear stress based modified195

Mohr-Coulomb model [52], and Hosford Coulomb [53] included the influence196

of stress triaxiality and Lode angle parameter in the numerical formulations.197

Recent comparative studies on ductile fracture models have shown that Hos-198

ford Coulomb model shows better predictive capability for various loading199

conditions [54].200

In the present work, analysis of HET using the HC damage model is201

extended to analyze the interrupted HET. The objective of the present work202

is to quantify the role of friction in HET. In the absence of friction effect,203

it is expected that the increment in fracture strain due to stress relaxation204

would be similar to that of uniaxial tensile test. Therefore, the contribution of205
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fracture strain increment during HET is obtained by extrapolating the duc-206

tility improvement measured under uniaxial tension. The evolution of damage207

parameters is fit to model the ductility improvement during stress relaxation.208

The damage model thus obtained is used to predict the HER. The above209

methodology predicts only the contribution of viscoplastic effect on the HER210

improvement. The difference between the trend in experiment and simulation211

gives the role of friction in interrupted HER.212

2 Materials and methods213

DP600 steel with thickness 2.6 mm obtained from ArcelorMittal 2 was studied.214

The uniaxial tensile and hole expansion test results are reported in our recent215

work [9]. The procedure and key results are summarized briefly for complete-216

ness. The uniaxial and stress relaxation tests were performed at a strain rate217

of 0.042 s−1 3. Two stress relaxation tests were performed by interrupting the218

deformation at 50 % and 70 % of UTS for a period of 60 s. Additional tensile219

tests were performed in specimens with different specimen geometries (Refer220

Section 3.4). These experiments are performed to calibrate the fracture model.221

2.1 Hole expansion test222

The HET were conducted as per the ISO 16630:2017 standard [55](Fig. 1).223

HET experiments were conducted in monotonic mode and interrupted load-224

ing condition. In the interrupted HET, the punch motion was interrupted for225

a duration of 60 s after reaching a certain pre-defined depth. During the hold-226

ing period, the specimen was not unloaded. Detailed experimental procedure227

is mentioned in our recent work [9]. A schematic illustration of punch displace-228

ment for the two loading modes is schematically shown in Fig. 2. The test229

was continuously monitored through a camera and the appearance of through230

thickness crack was used to stop the test. The HER value is calculated using231

equation (1) below232

HER(%) =
df − di

di
× 100 (1)

where df and di are the average final and initial hole diameter of the test233

specimen. Equivalent failure strain during HET was estimated analytically234

using eq. following Butcher et al. [56]235

ϵeq =
2

3
(ϵc − ϵt), ϵc = ln

(
douter + dinner

2di

)
, ϵt = ln

(
tedge
ti

)
(2)

where (dinner) and (douter) refers to the inner and outer diameter at failure236

respectively; (ti) is the initial sheet thickness and (tedge) is the sheet thickness237

around the circumference at failure. ϵc and ϵt are circumferential and thickness238

2Certain commercial equipment, instruments, software or materials are identified to describe
a procedure or concept adequately. Such identification is not intended to imply recommenda-
tion, endorsement or implication by NIST that the equipment, instruments, software or materials
identified are necessarily the best available for the purpose.

3Corresponding to average strain rate during hole expansion test
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strain. In this work, one monotonic HET and two interrupted HET were per-239

formed ( 50% and 70% of the monotonic punch displacement) each interrupted240

HET was performed for 60 s hold time.241

Fig. 1: Schematic representation of hole expansion test.

Monotonic loading Interrupted  loading

Time

Start

Fail
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Time
Fig. 2: Schematic diagram illustrating the punch travel in monotonic load-
ing and interrupted loading (∆h indicate the additional depth formed during
interrupted loading)

3 Constitutive modeling and calibration of ductile damage242

model243

3.1 Plasticity and Hardening Model244

In the present work, Von Mises yield criteria is used along with associative flow245

rule and isotropic hardening as given in Eq.3 and Eq.4. The strain hardening246
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behaviour is modelled using the combined Swift and Voce hardening law as in247

Eq.5.248

f(σ, k) = σvM − k = 0 (3)

σvM =

√
3

2
J2 =

√
1

2
(σ1 − σ2)2 + (σ2 − σ3)2 + (σ3 − σ1)2 (4)

k(ϵp) = σ0 + zKϵp
n + (1− z)C(1− e−αϵp) (5)

Where, σ0 is the initial yield stress, ϵp is plastic strain, C, α, K, n are249

material constants and z is the weight factor (0 ≤ z ≤1) that is used to250

combine Swift and Voce hardening laws. The values of σ0, z, K, n, C and α251

are 400 MPa, 0.74, 623.5 MPa, 0.45, 640.7 MPa and 34.65 respectively. These252

parameters were taken from our earlier work [9].253

3.2 Ductile fracture modeling254

An arbitrary stress state can be represented using stress triaxiality (η) and255

Lode angle parameter (θ̄). Both η and θ̄ control the effect of stress state on void256

evolution. Stress triaxiality is the ratio of mean stress to the hydrostatic stress257

(Eq.6). The parameter controls the micro-void growth during ductile fracture.258

A lower value of stress triaxiality prevents the void growth, thus postponing259

the fracture. θ̄ is a function of third invariant of the stress deviator (Eq.7). It is260

used to distinguish between the different shear stress states in three dimension.261

The parameter accounts for the shape change of voids, which is dependent on262

the specific shear stress state.263

η =
σ1 + σ2 + σ3

3σvM
(6)

θ̄ = 1− 2

π
cos−1

(
27

2

J3
σ̄vM

)
where − 1 ≤ θ̄ ≤ 1 (7)

where σ1, σ2, σ3 are the principal stresses (σ1 < σ2 < σ3), σvM is the264

equivalent stress and J3 is devatoric third stress invariant. Significant work has265

been reported, defining the relationship between the fracture strain and stress266

state [42, 44, 57–59].267

3.3 Hosford-Coulomb (HC) ductile fracture model268

Mohr and Marcadet [53] proposed Hosford-Coulomb fracture criterion to
model ductile fracture initiation for advanced high strength sheets under pro-
portional loading. HC fracture model assumes localization of deformation in a
narrow zone and the localization criterion can be given as:

(σHF ) + c(σ1 + σ3) = b (8)

with

σHF =

[
1

2
((σ1 − σ2)

a + (σ2 − σ3)
a + (σ1 − σ3)

a

] 1
a

(9)
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where, a (0 ≤ a ≤ 2) is the Hosford exponent, c (0 < c ≤ 2) and b (b
≥ 0) are the material parameters which refer to cohesion and frictional terms
respectively proportional to the maximum shear stress on the deviatoric plane
[60]. For a=1, the HC model reduces to Mohr-Coulomb model [53]. Using Lode
angle parameter dependent functions,

f1[θ̄] =
2

3
cos

[π
6
(1− θ̄)

]
(10)

f2[θ̄] =
2

3
cos

[π
6
(3 + θ̄)

]
(11)

f3[θ̄] = −2

3
cos

[π
6
(1 + θ̄)

]
(12)

Using the above equations (10-12) in Eq.8 hosford stress can be written as

σHF =
b

[(1/2 ∗ ((f1 − f2)a + (f2 − f3)a + (f1 − f3)a)]
(1/a)

+ c(2η + f1 + f3)
(13)

Strain at Onset of fracture is formulated by taking the inverse of hardening269

law ϵ̄f = k−1[σ̄f ]270

A damage variable Dc is introduced as a state variable given by Eq.14.271

Dc =

∫ ϵ̄f

0

dϵ̄

ϵ̄f (η, θ̄)
(14)

where dϵ̄ denotes equivalent plastic strain increment, ϵ̄f represents the272

equivalent plastic strain at the onset of fracture. Dc = 1 marks the onset of273

fracture and the corresponding strain ϵ̄f is referred to as fracture strain. The274

use of damage variable ensures strain path dependence on the onset of fracture.275

For damage modelling in case of stress relaxation, the fracture model is276

split into two parts, i.e., the onset of fracture surface before the stress relax-277

ation point and the onset of fracture surface after the stress relaxation point.278

Two sets of parameters (a, b, c) need to be calibrated to denote the fracture279

surface with and without relaxation. Let, ϵ̄r be the equivalent plastic strain280

at which relaxation occurs. Then, for ϵ̄ less than ϵ̄r the fracture model will be281

based on monotonic fracture parameters am, bm, cm while for ϵ̄ greater than282

or equal to ϵ̄r the fracture parameters will switch to ar, br, cr. Therefore, ϵ̄r283

may also be referred to as switching strain for the fracture surface. Thus, the284

evolution of damage parameter Dc is modified according to Eq.15 in case of285

stress relaxation.286

Dc =

∫ ϵ̄f

0

dϵ̄

ϵ̄f (η, θ̄, ϵ̄)
(15)

where,287

ϵ̄f (η, θ̄, ϵ̄) =

{
ϵ̄f (η, θ̄, am, bm, cm) (ϵ̄ < ϵ̄r)
ϵ̄f (η, θ̄, ar, br, cr) (ϵ̄ ≥ ϵ̄r)
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3.4 Fracture tests and HC model calibration288

To obtain the material parameters of the HC model, experimental fracture289

tests were performed over a wide range of stress states. The specimen geome-290

tries were chosen such that it provides a wide range of stress states. Four291

types of specimen geometry were chosen, uniaxial tensile (UT), notch specimen292

(NT), center hole (CH) and in-plane shear specimen (SH) as shown in Fig.3.293

Specimens were cut along the rolling direction of the sheet using W-EDM.294

Specimens were tested using a Zwick/Roell Z100 100 kN universal tensile test-295

ing machine equipped with video extensometer at a strain rate of 0.042 s−1.296

All the experiments were repeated three times for statistical significance.297
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Fig. 3: Schematic of specimen geometries for (a) UT (b) NT (c) CH (d) SH
specimens. (All dimensions are in mm)

For calibration of Hosford Coulomb damage parameters FE simulations298

were carried out for each specimen geometry. It is assumed that the location299

of the onset of fracture coincides with the location of the highest equivalent300

plastic strain in each specimen geometry. Thus, the critical element is selected301

at the location of the highest equivalent plastic strain, as shown in Fig.4.302
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(a) Uniaxial tensile test (UT) (b) Center hole specimen (CH)

(c) Notch specimen (NT) (d) Shear specimen (SS)

Fig. 4: Plastic strain distribution and location of critical element for (a) UT
(b) CH (c) NT (d) SS specimens (The red dot marked symbol represents the
location of critical element).

The loading history denoted by triaxiality ηi(ϵp) and Lode angle parameter303

θ̄i(ϵp) of each calibration experiment (i) (i.e., UT, SH and NT) was evaluated304

with help of FE simulation. The loading histories of critical element for each305

specimen geometry can be seen in the Fig.5. Let Ω = {a, b, c } be a set of306

calibration parameters that need to be optimized. The fracture strain ϵ̄if =307

ϵ̄if (Ω) for each loading case i is calculated according to Eq.(16), to optimize308

the parameters in the fracture model.309 ∫ ϵ̄f

0

dϵ̄

ϵ̄f (η, θ̄)
= 1. (16)

The following minimization problem (Eq.17) is solved with help of simplex
algorithm using Matlab code to obtain an optimized set of parameters [Ω] for
the fracture model.

Ω = min
Ω

∑
i

∥(ϵf )i[Ω]− (ϵexp)
i∥ ∀ i ∈ [UT, SH,NT ] (17)

Where ϵiexp is eq. plastic strain at onset of fracture for ith experiment.310
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Fig. 5: The evolution of the effective plastic strain as a function of (a) Stress
triaxiality (b) Lode angle parameter. Red cross represent the equivalent plastic
strain values at the onset of fracture.

The calibrated HC model parameters for monotonic case i.e., am, bm, cm311

are given in Table 1312

Table 1: Calibrated material parameters for Hosford-Coulomb fracture model
for monotonic case

Test mode am bm cm
Monotonic 1.9 1165 0.135

The ductility improvement due to stress relaxation is estimated from313

interrupted uniaxial tensile tests. The force displacement data of the stress314

relaxation tests interrupted as 50% and 70% of UTS strain is shown in Fig.6.315

The observed trend is in line with the earlier reported results on ductility316

improvement due to stress relaxation [19–21].317
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Fig. 6: Force displacement curves for uniaxial tensile specimen subjected to
monotonic and interrupted loading (Tensile test data taken from our earlier
work [9])

For the calibration of fracture parameters in case of relaxation, a simi-318

lar approach is used with help of the obtained monotonic fracture parameters319

am, bm, cm and plastic strain at the relaxation point at which the model320

switches to the new parameters ar, br, cr. Then, similar to the monotonic case,321

the minimization problem is solved such that the predicted fracture strain322

according to the modified HC Model coincides with the experimental fracture323

point for each of the relaxation cases i.e., relaxation at 50% and 70% UTS. For324

the estimation of relaxation HC parameters for HET, the fracture strains for325

50% and 70% punch travel relaxation points are estimated using the empiri-326

cal equation of ductility improvement (Eq. 18) which has been reported in the327

work of Prasad et al.[9].328

ϵr = 1.22×
{
ϵ0.055 × (ϵ̇× t)0.0019

}
(18)

Here, ϵr is the ratio of relaxation strain to monotonic strain, ϵ̇ is the strain329

rate, t is the relaxation time, and ϵ is the strain at the beginning of relaxation.330

The strain at the start of relaxation was estimated using monotonic HET331

simulation for 50% and 70% punch travel. The HC model parameters were332

then calibrated following the procedure explained earlier.333

It is to be noted, that for simplicity, only parameter b in HC model is334

modified and parameter a and c are assumed to be invariant during stress335

relaxation. The parameters a and c primarily control the shape of the fracture336

surface, whereas, parameter b primarily controls the position of fracture surface337

in the z direction. The assumption of shape of fracture surface being same in338

case of relaxation has been taken for simplicity. As the primary focus of this339
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study is towards the application in HET, this assumption is acceptable as the340

loading history in case of HET is very similar to the uniaxial case.341

The calibrated relaxation model parameters for the modified HC model342

with stress relaxation point at which the monotonic model parameters are343

switched is given in table 2. ϵr for the hole expansion test is extrapolated using344

Eq. 18. The 3D fracture surface for different HC model parameters is shown345

in Fig.7.346

Table 2: Calibrated material parameters for modified Hosford-Coulomb frac-
ture model

Test mode Point of Relaxation Time (s) ar br cr ϵ̄r
Uniaxial tensile 50% UTS 60 1.9 1245 0.135 0.04411
Uniaxial tensile 70% UTS 60 1.9 1275 0.135 0.05987
Hole expansion 50% Punch travel 60 1.9 1442 0.135 0.22014
Hole expansion 70% Punch travel 60 1.9 1518 0.135 0.3346

Fig. 7: Representation of fracture surface of Hosford-Coulomb model. (In the
above plot a = am = ar = 1.9 and c = cm = cr = 0.135).
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4 Finite element simulation347

Finite element (FE) simulation of the specimens shown in Fig.3 were per-348

formed with ABAQUS \Explicit 6.14 software. Three-dimensional continuum349

elements (C3D8R) were used to mesh the sheet specimens. Classical isotropic350

hardening with von Mises criteria was used in the present FE analysis. Elas-351

ticity modulus of 200 GPa and Poisson’s ratio of 0.3 has used to model the352

elastic response of DP600 steel. The HC damage criteria was implemented as353

a user defined subroutine (VUMAT) in ABAQUS software (Fig.8). The effec-354

tive plastic strain, continuum damage variable (D), stress triaxiality (η) and355

Lode angle parameter (θ̄) are defined as state variables in the VUMAT. The356

onset of fracture for each FE simulation is assumed when the damage variable357

(D) reaches unity. The mesh size has been chosen based on a mesh sensitivity358

analysis; an element size of 0.1 mm was used near the critical region. Around359

ten through thickness elements have been chosen for each specimen geometry.360

FE simulation of HET was similar to that of uniaxial tensile specimen, with361

the difference only in the boundary conditions. In the case of HET simula-362

tion, the blank edges were completely constrained. The punch was restricted363

to move only in the vertical direction with a punch velocity of 10 mm/min.364

A friction coefficient of 0.2 was assumed to model the interaction at the tool365

blank interface.366
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Fig. 8: Flow chart of VUMAT subroutine for Hosford Coulomb fracture model.

5 Results and discussion367

5.1 FE simulation of the fracture tests368

As explained earlier, FE simulations for various specimen geometries were369

performed with the calibrated fracture model for monotonic case. The exper-370

imental and simulated force displacement curves obtained from the fracture371

tests are shown in Fig.9(a-d). The onset of fracture point is shown with a red372
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color mark in the figure. The representative plots show an excellent match373

between experimental and simulated data. This confirms the accuracy of the374

calibrated model for the investigated stress states.375
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Fig. 9: Comparison of experimental and FE simulated force-displacement data
for (a) UT (b) CH (c) NT (d) SS specimen (The red color marked symbol
represents the onset of fracture).

For UT specimen, FE simulations were performed with the modified Hos-376

ford Coulomb model for stress relaxation at 50% and 70% UTS strain. The377

parameters of HC model were switched at the point of relaxation as explained378

in Section 3.3. Fig.10 shows the onset of fracture for the three cases of UT379

testing.380
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Fig. 10: Force displacement of uniaxial tensile specimen (Tensile test data
taken from our earlier work [9])

5.2 Hole Expansion Test Results381

To comprehend the hole expansion deformation process, finite element simula-382

tion of HET was performed. Fig.11a shows the distribution of stress triaxiality383

for HET specimen. The stress triaxility values near the hole edge are in384

the range of (≈ 0.33-0.37), which nearly corresponds to uniaxial stress state385

condition.386
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Fig. 11: Finite element simulation of hole expansion: distribution of (a) Stress
triaxiality (b) equivalent plastic strain (c) Lode angle parameter.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 12: Comparison of deformed HET specimen at the point of fracture
(a) FEM: Monotonically (b) Experiment: Monotonically (c) FEM: interrupted
loading at 50 % punch travel (d) Experiment: interrupted loading at 50 %
punch travel (e) FEM: interrupted loading at 70 % punch travel (f) Experi-
ment: interrupted loading at 70 % punch travel for 60 s

Fig11(b,c) shows the distribution of equivalent plastic strain and lode angle387

parameter. From this distribution, it is concluded that deformation in HET is388

primarily concentrated near the hole edge, and it nearly deforms in uniaxial389

stress condition. Fig12(a-f) shows the comparison of experimental and sim-390

ulated deformed HET specimen as well as contour of damage state variable391

(SDV2). It can be seen that the damage variable has a maximum value at392

the outer hole edge where the onset of fracture occurs. Moreover, to evaluate393

the stress state at the hole edge, three elements viz. outer, middle and inner394

edge along the through thickness direction were chosen. The major (ε1) and395

minor strains (ε2) corresponding to these respective elements were estimated396

and superposed in the strain path corresponding to the uniaxial stress state397

for isotropic material given by (ϵ1 = −2ϵ2) as shown in Fig.13a. It is observed398

that, the outer and middle edge deforms nearly in uniaxial stress state. How-399

ever, the inner edge deviates from the uniaxial stress state. This deviation is400
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possibly due to the compressive stress and friction condition between the sheet401

and conical punch.402

Fig.13b shows the major (ε1) and minor strains (ε2) in the outer edge ele-403

ment. In this figure, the respective ’x’ symbol refers to the major and minor404

strains for monotonic and interrupted loading conditions at fracture, esti-405

mated using experiment and FE analysis. The fracture points shifts when the406

specimen was subjected to interrupted loading.407
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Fig. 13: (a) Strain path evolution during HET (b) Major (ε1) and minor
strains (ε2) at fracture in monotonic and interrupted loading conditions in the
outer edge.
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Fig.14. shows the evolution of the HC damage variable (D) with punch408

displacement in monotonic and interrupted HET. The fracture is assumed to409

initiate when damage variable (D) reaches to unity. It is to be noted that410

during monotonic HET, the damage variable monotonically increases with411

punch displacement and the specimen fails at comparatively less failure strain.412

However, in interrupted HET the specimens underwent larger failure strain413

before the initiation of fracture, which is manifested by delay in the saturation414

of damage variable.415
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Fig. 14: Evolution of HC Damage variables in monotonic and interrupted
HET with punch displacement (Respective arrows indicate the delay in damage
variables due to interrupted loading).

The hole expansion ratios were estimated using Eq.1. Fig.15(a,b) shows the416

comparison of experimental and simulated HER and corresponding fracture417

strain for monotonic loading condition. It is observed that experimental HER418

and fracture strain are higher than that of predicted through FE analysis. This419

difference is attributed to the definition of failure or fracture in experiment and420

FE analysis. In FE analysis, the failure is considered when the damage vari-421

able D saturates to unity. The FE analysis accounts only for the initiation of422

fracture, the evolution of fracture was not taken into consideration, whereas in423

experiment the HER values were estimated once the through thickness crack424

appears. This accounts for both damage initiation and propagation. Addition-425

ally, uncertainty associated with the detection of through thickness crack also426
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poses an experimental challenge to accurately estimate the HER and fracture427

strain. Due to this, the experimental values were higher than that of predicted428

data.429
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(b) Fracture strain

Fig. 15: Comparison of experimental and simulated (a) HER value (b) Frac-
ture strain for monotonic loading condition (Experimental data were taken
from our earlier work [9])

To further understand the effect of interrupted loading in HET, the experi-430

mental and simulated HER and their corresponding fracture strains are shown431

in Fig. 16(a,b). On comparing with monotonic loading condition (Fig.15(a,b))432

it is observed that interrupted HET has resulted into higher values of HER433

and fracture strains.This improvement was found to depend on punch travel.434

Moreover, the increment in HER and corresponding fracture strain was much435

higher in experiment compared to simulated value. Since, the interrupted HET436

experiments were performed without unloading the specimens, as explained437

earlier in Section(2.1). The samples were subjected to stress relaxation phe-438

nomena. In addition to stress relaxation, elastic recovery during relaxation439

also alters the contact stresses and contact area between punch and blank.440

This influences the mechanical behaviour of the specimen during interrupted441

HET by changing the pressure-dependent friction coefficient [61, 62]. However,442

the simulated HET accounts only for the stress relaxation effect which is due443

to the viscoplastic effect of the material. Therefore, the difference in trend444

between the experimental and predicted values will give the net contribution445

of improvement predominantly due to friction effect.446
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Fig. 16: Comparison of experimental and simulated (a) HER value (b) Frac-
ture strain for interrupted loading condition (Experimental data were taken
from our earlier work [9])

The contribution of stress relaxation and friction effect in interrupted447

HET is quantified using a parameter ∆H = HERI−HERM

HERM
where, HERI and448

HERM refers to interrupted and monotonic HER using experiment and simu-449

lated values respectively. Fig.17 shows the comparison of parameter ∆H with450

punch displacement at interruption. It is observed that ∆H monotonically451

increases with punch displacement at interruption. The slope of the experi-452

mental and simulated ∆H are 0.0065 and 0.0056 respectively. The ∆H for453

experiment captures both stress relaxation and friction effect, whereas, ∆H454

for simulation captures only the effect of stress relaxation. The difference in455

the slope is attributed purely due to friction effect. It is important to note that456

the contribution of friction effect increases with the punch displacement at457

interruption. This explains the formability improvement in interrupted HET458

when interruption was performed at higher punch travel. In order to account459

this friction effect in simulation, the evolution of damage variable should be460

made a function of µ also. i.e., presently ∆D = f(σ, ϵ, t) proposed ∆D =461

f(σ, ϵ, t, µ). Further systematic studies are required to obtain the evolution of462

damage variable as a function of interface friction.463
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Fig. 17: Comparison of friction and stress relaxation effect in interrupted HET
(Equations represent the trendline of the data points).

6 Conclusions464

The present study investigates the effect of monotonic and interrupted loading465

on the hole expansion deformation behavior of DP600 steel. A comprehensive466

finite element analysis of hole expansion test was performed, and HC ductile467

damage model was implemented in the finite element model. It is observed468

that the FE model effectively captures the hole expansion deformation process469

in both monotonic and interrupted loading condition. Compared to monotonic470

loading condition, higher values of HER and fracture strains were observed in471

interrupted HET. The overall improvement in HER was primarily due to the472

two concurring effects, namely stress relaxation and friction effect. The friction473

was found to play a major role compared to stress relaxation in improving474

HER during interrupted HET.475
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